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Searching for the Lost Tombs of Egypt - Chris Naunton 2019-09-24
An exciting archeological exploration of ancient Egypt that examines the potential for discovering the
remaining “lost” tombs of the pharaohs. Tombs, mummies, and funerary items make up a significant portion
of the archeological remains that survive ancient Egypt and have come to define the popular perception of
Egyptology. Despite the many sensational discoveries in the last century, such as the tomb of Tutankhamun,
the tombs of some of the most famous individuals in the ancient world—Imhotep, Nefertiti, Alexander the
Great, and Cleopatra—have not yet been found. Archeologist Chris Naunton examines the famous pharaohs,
their achievements, the bling they might have been buried with, the circumstances in which they were
buried, and why those circumstances may have prevented archeologists from finding these tombs. In
Searching for the Lost Tombs of Egypt, Naunton sheds light on the lives of these ancient Egyptians and
makes an exciting case for the potential discovery of these lost tombs.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica - 2020-12-15
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature.
This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have
represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any
marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
Gods and Goddesses of the Ancient World (Set) - 2019-08
Books in the Gods and Goddesses of the Ancient World series explore the fascinating stories of drama, love,
and destruction found in mythology. Written with a high interest level to appeal to a more mature audience
and a lower level of complexity with clear visuals to help struggling readers along. Considerate text
includes tons of fascinating information and wild facts that will hold the readers' interest, allowing for
successful mastery and comprehension. A table of contents, glossary with simplified pronunciations, and
index all enhance comprehension.
Egyptian Mythology - Scott Lewis 2018-10-15
Do you know that the ancient Egyptians believed that People were made out of clay by their river god? For
eons, the wisdom cultivated by the Egyptian people has been extolled time and time again. These timeless
myths are fountains of insight and, many would argue, beacons of light that can shatter the darkness of
ignorance. For those of you that are ready and willing to receive these ancient messages, your time has
come. All you need to do is start reading. Then the wisdom of Thoth will begin to stir inside you. Some of
the stories that you will find in this book are: The Story of Re The Book of Thoth The Story of Isis and Osiris
Anubis and the Underworld The Great Queen Hatshepsut Horus: The Conquer of Set The Shipwrecked
Sailor The Girl with Rose-Red Slippers The Adventure of Sinuhe The Taking of Joppa The Land of the Dead
The Golden Lotus The Seven Year Famine: Khnemu of the Nile Bastet and the Cats The Peasant and the
Workman Sphinx and the Prince The Treasure Thief And more! Every story has been formatted to create a
clear and concise retelling for all of those who are not already familiar with the lore of ancient Egyptian
culture!
The Penguin Book of Myths and Legends of Ancient Egypt - Joyce Tyldesley 2010-08-05
From Herodotus to The Mummy, Western civilization has long been fascinated with the exotic myths and
the-complete-gods-and-goddesses-of-ancient-egypt

legends of Ancient Egypt but they have often been misunderstood. Here acclaimed Egyptologist Joyce
Tyldesley guides us through 3000 years of changing stories and, in retelling them, shows us what they
mean. Gathered from pyramid friezes, archaological finds and contemporary documents, these vivid and
strange stories explain everything from why the Nile flooded every year to their beliefs about what exactly
happened after death and shed fascinating light on what life was like for both rich and poor. Lavishly
illustrated with colour pictures, maps and family trees, helpful glossaries explaining all the major gods and
timelines of the Pharoahs and most importantly packed with unforgettable stories, this book offers the
perfect introduction to Egyptian history and civilization.
A Handbook of Gods and Goddesses of the Ancient Near East - Douglas R. Frayne 2021-02-12
From the tragic young Adonis to Zašhapuna, first among goddesses, this handbook provides the most
complete information available on deities from the cultures and religions of the ancient Near East,
including Anatolia, Syria, Israel, Sumer, Babylonia, Assyria, and Elam. The result of nearly fifteen years of
research, this handbook is more expansive and covers a wider range of sources and civilizations than any
previous reference works on the topic. Arranged alphabetically, the entries range from multiple pages of
information to a single line—sometimes all that we know about a given deity. Where possible, each record
discusses the deity’s symbolism and imagery, connecting it to the myths, rituals, and festivals described in
ancient sources. Many of the entries are accompanied by illustrations that aid in understanding the
iconography, and they all include references to texts in which the god or goddess is mentioned. Appropriate
for both trained scholars and nonacademic readers, this book collects centuries of Near Eastern mythology
into one volume. It will be an especially valuable resource for anyone interested in Assyriology, ancient
religion, and the ancient Near East.
A History of Ancient Egypt - John Romer 2013-08-20
The ancient world comes to life in the first volume in a two book series on the history of Egypt, spanning
the first farmers to the construction of the pyramids. Famed archaeologist John Romer draws on a lifetime
of research to tell one history's greatest stories; how, over more than a thousand years, a society of farmers
created a rich, vivid world where one of the most astounding of all human-made landmarks, the Great
Pyramid, was built. Immersing the reader in the Egypt of the past, Romer examines and challenges the
long-held theories about what archaeological finds mean and what stories they tell about how the Egyptians
lived. More than just an account of one of the most fascinating periods of history, this engrossing book asks
readers to take a step back and question what they've learned about Egypt in the past. Fans of Stacy
Schiff's Cleopatra and history buffs will be captivated by this re-telling of Egyptian history, written by one
of the top Egyptologists in the world.
The Oracles of the Ancient World - Trevor Curnow 2004-03-25
Ranging from Abai to Zeleia, from massive temples in Egypt to modest tombs in Turkey, oracles were a
major feature of the religions of many ancient cultures until their demise under the Christian Roman
emperors. This work is a guide to all the known oracles of the ancient world. The greater part of it is
devoted to an alphabetical listing providing details of nearly 300 sites in more than 25 countries where
oracles of one kind or another functioned in antiquity. The text is extensively cross-referenced and
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illustrated, and supplemented by indexes, a glossary, and a substantial introduction.
Egyptian Mythology - Dale Hansen 2020-03-31
Few civilizations hold the lure and appeal as ancient Egypt. Renown for their colossal temples, ornate
tombs and an elaborate god mythology, ancient Egypt is a land of romance, mystery, and appeal for young
and old. Prepare to be amazed as you dive deep into one of the most influential and rich cultures the world
has ever seen.
The Complete Gods and Godesses of Ancient Egypt - Richard H. Wilkinson 2017-01-12
A comprehensive guide to the deities of ancient Egypt: their origins and their central role in the lives of the
Egyptian people
Greek Gods - Patrick Auerbach 2015-12-12
The ancient Greeks believed there were a great number of gods and goddesses. These gods had control
over many different aspects of life on earth. In many ways they were very human. They could be kind or
mean, angry or pleasant, cruel or loving. They fell in love with each other, argued with each other and even
stole from each other. The ancient Greeks built great temples and sanctuaries to their gods. They held
festivals in their honour, with processions, sports, sacrifices and competitions. Stories of the gods' exploits
were told to children by their mothers and to large audiences by professional bards and storytellers. People
today still enjoy hearing stories about the Greek gods. This book tells the tales of gods and goddesses such
as Zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo, and Athena and heroes and monsters such as Helen of Troy, Perseus, and
Medusa will fascinate and engage your imagination. Here is a selection of what you will learn: The Creation
and the Gods The Olympian Gods (and a few others) Prometheus, Epimetheus and Pandora Psyche and Eros
Oedipus and His Children The Trojan War Learn more about Greek Gods NOW and scroll up to the top of
this page and BUY it Now!
Gods of Ancient Egypt - Barbara Watterson 2003-09-04
Illustrated in colour, this is an introduction for the general reader to Egyptian mythology and its mysteries.
It includes a concise introduction to general aspects of Egyptian religion, followed by specific sections
devoted to the most important of the gods. With sections on personal religion and temple ceremony, there
are also accounts of mythological stories associated with the gods, and a map of the principle cult centres.
The Egyptian Myths: A Guide to the Ancient Gods and Legends - Garry J. Shaw 2014-04-22
An authoritative guide to the Egyptian myths that sheds new light on an ancient way of understanding the
world This survey of Egyptian mythology explores how the ancient Nile-dwellers explained the world
around them. It delves into the creation and evolution of the world and the reigns of the gods on earth,
before introducing us to the manifestations of Egypt’s deities in the natural environment; the inventive
ways in which the Egyptians dealt with the invisible forces all around them; and their beliefs about life after
death. Through his engaging narrative, Garry Shaw guides us through the mythic adventures of such
famous deities as Osiris, the god murdered by his jealous brother Seth; the magical and sometimes devious
Isis, who plotted to gain the power of the sun god Re; and Horus, who defeated his uncle Seth to become
king of Egypt. He also introduces us to lesser known myths, such as the rebellions against Re; Geb’s quest
for Re’s magical wig; and the flaying of the unfortunate god Nemty. From stars and heavenly bodies sailing
on boats, to the wind as manifestation of the god Shu, to gods, goddesses, ghosts, and demons—beings that
could be aggressive, helpful, wise, or dangerous—Shaw goes on to explain how the Egyptians encountered
the mythological in their everyday lives.
Egyptian Mythology - Matt Clayton 2020-03-08

myth, with each chapter dealing with a particular theme.
Egyptian Mythology Illustrated for Beginners. - Clayton Pinch Hamilton The Storyteller 2021-03-12
The "Egyptian Mythology Illustrated for Beginners" is a stunning tableau of Egyptian myths, including
those of pharaohs, queens, the boisterous Sun God Ra and legendary creatures.The lyrical and simply
storytelling of ancient Egypt in the year when Angelina Jolie will make Cleopatra a multimedia star and the
stories in this book will be beautifully illustrated to bring the ancient characters back to live. The Stories
are embellished with cultural and geographic context illustrations with a mapping feature that adds fun and
charm. Resource notes and back matter direct readers to discover more about ancient Egypt and her
MythsWith its attractive design and beautiful narrative, this accessible treasury stands out from all other
mythology titles in the marketplace .If you want to start taking your first steps in the fascinating Egyptian
Mythology: This book is for you!
SYMBOL & MAGIC IN EGYPTIAN ART - RICHARD H. WILKINSON
The Routledge Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses - George Hart 2005
The Routledge Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses contains one of the most comprehensive listings
and descriptions of Egyptian deities. Now in its second edition, it provides: a new introduction updated
entries and four new entries on deities names of the deities as Hieroglyphs a survey of gods and goddesses
as they appear in classical literature an expanded chronology and updated bibliography, together with a list
of relevant websites drawings of the gods and emblems of each district a map of ancient Egypt and a time
chart Presenting a vivid picture of the complexity and richness of imagery in Egyptian mythology, students
studying Ancient Egypt, travelers, visitors to museums and all those interested in mythology will find this
an invaluable resource.
Egyptian Gods - Stephan Weaver 2016-03-13
The gods of Ancient Egypt conjure up images of hieroglyphs with animal-headed people, fantastic
civilizations, and a past that seems both unimaginably distant and still tenuously connected to the present
day. Although the names Ra, Anubis, and Isis still linger today in modern fiction, the truth about these gods
reveals the ancient Egyptians themselves. Inside you will read about... ✓ Osiris ✓ Anubis ✓ Isis ✓ Ra ✓ Maat ✓
Hathor ✓ Wadjet ✓ Nefertum And many more! A look at the principal gods of Ancient Egypt gives insight
into the culture of world's first great civilization. Even today, their moments, their obelisks, and their
pyramids endure and remind us that people can leave lasting marks on the world that humble and inspire
us all.
Ancient Egyptian Magic: A Hands-On Guide - Christina Riggs 2020-04-07
An entertaining and informative introduction to how ancient Egyptians practiced magic in their daily lives.
In the ancient world, if you needed a love charm, wanted to contact your dead wife, or needed the ability to
fly like a bird, the magicians of Egypt were the ones who could make it happen. In Ancient Egyptian Magic,
Christina Riggs explores how the Egyptians thought about magic, who performed it and why, and also helps
readers understand why we’ve come to think of ancient Egypt in such a mystical way. Readers will learn
how to cure scorpion bites, discover why you might want to break the legs off your stuffed hippopotamus
toy, and uncover whether mummies really can come back to life. Readers can also learn how to save a
fortune on pregnancy tests—urinating on barley grains will answer that question— as well as how to use
the next street parade to predict the future or ensure that an annoying neighbor gets his comeuppance.
Was magic harmless fun, heartfelt hope, or something darker? Featuring demons, dream interpreters, the
Book of the Dead, and illustrations from tomb paintings and papyrus scrolls, Riggs breathes new life into
ancient magic and uses early texts and images to illuminate the distinctions between magic, religion, and
medicine.
The Routledge Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses - George Hart 2005-03-31
The Routledge Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses contains one of the most comprehensive listings
and descriptions of Egyptian deities. Now in its second edition, it provides: a new introduction updated
entries and four new entries on deities names of the deities as Hieroglyphs a survey of gods and goddesses
as they appear in classical literature an expanded chronology and updated bibliography, together with a list
of relevant websites drawings of the gods and emblems of each district a map of ancient Egypt and a time

Daily Life of the Egyptian Gods - Dimitri Meeks 1996
Upset it, with individual gods acting to protect their own positions in an established hierarchy and
struggling to gain power over their fellows. The nature of their immortal but not vulnerable bodies, their
pleasures, and their needs are considered. What did they eat, the authors ask, and did they feel pain? The
second part of the book cites familiar traditions and littleknown texts to explain the relationship of the gods
to the pharaoh, who was believed to represent.
Egyptian Myth: A Very Short Introduction - Geraldine Pinch 2004-04-22
This text explains the cultural and historical background to the fascinating and complex world of Egyptian
the-complete-gods-and-goddesses-of-ancient-egypt
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chart Presenting a vivid picture of the complexity and richness of imagery in Egyptian mythology, students
studying Ancient Egypt, travelers, visitors to museums and all those interested in mythology will find this
an invaluable resource.
Egyptian Mythology - Geraldine Pinch 2004
Originally published as: Handbook of Egyptian mythology. c2002.
The Complete Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt - Richard H. Wilkinson 2003
A guide to Egyptian religion describes the mythology, iconography, and forms of worship associated with
each god and goddess.
The Complete Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt - Richard H. Wilkinson 2003

"more religious than any other people." Ancient Egypt has held humanity in its thrall for over 5000 years.
The image of the Great Pyramids of the Valley of the Kings rising ghostlike from the white sands of the
Sahara Desert is synonymous with the mysteries of the Ancient World. Ancient Egypt was remarkably
advanced, especially considering its origins date back 30 centuries before the Common Era. From clocks to
the 12-month calendar to agriculture and fashion, we continue to experience the echoes of Ancient Egypt in
the world we live in today. Download Egyptian Gods Now for Instant Reading by Scrolling Up and Clicking
the "Buy" Button.
The Egyptian Gods and Goddesses for Beginners - Lady Nephthys 2016-08-14
Begin your spiritual path of following the Egyptian gods! Learn about the gods, magick, and rituals of the
Egyptian Pagan path.
Egyptian Mythology: A Traveler's Guide from Aswan to Alexandria - Garry J. Shaw 2021-10-26
This unique approach to Egyptian mythology takes readers on a tour up the Nile, stopping at the most
famous monuments and vividly retelling the myths connected to each site. Join Egyptologist Garry J. Shaw
on an entertaining tour up the Nile, through a beautiful and fascinating landscape populated with a rich
mythology: the stories of Horus, Isis, Osiris, and their enemies and allies in tales of vengeance, tragedy, and
fantastic metamorphoses. Shaw retells these stories with his characteristic wit, and reconnects them to the
temples and monuments that still stand today, offering a fresh look at the most visited sites of Egypt. The
myths of ancient Egypt have survived in fragments of ancient hymns and paintings on the walls of tombs
and temples, spells inked across coffins, and stories scrawled upon scrolls. Illustrations throughout bring to
life the creation of the world and the nebulous netherworld; the complicated relationships between fickle
gods, powerful magicians, and pharaohs; and eternal battles on a cosmic scale. Shaw’s evocative
descriptions of the ancient ruins will transport readers to another landscape—including the magnificent
sites of Dendera, Tell el-Amarna, Edfu, and Thebes. At each site, they will discover which gods or goddesses
were worshipped there, as well as the myths and stories that formed the backdrop to the rituals and
customs of everyday life. Each chapter ends with a potted history of the site, as well as tips for visiting the
ruins today. Egyptian Mythology is the perfect companion to the myths of Egypt and the gods and
goddesses that shaped its ancient landscape.
The Complete Gods and Godesses of Ancient Egypt - Richard H Wilkinson 2017-01-31
A comprehensive guide to the deities of ancient Egypt: their origins and their central role in the lives of the
Egyptian people Worshipped for over three-fifths of recorded history, Egypt’s gods and goddesses are
among the most fascinating of human civilization. The lives of pharaohs and commoners alike were
dominated by the need to honor, worship, and pacify the huge pantheon of deities, from the benevolent to
the malevolent. The richness and complexity of their mythology is reflected in countless tributes throughout
Egypt, from lavish tomb paintings and imposing temple reliefs to humble household shrines. This book
examines the evolution, worship, and eventual decline of the numerous gods and goddesses—from minor
household figures such as Bes and Tawaret to the all-powerful deities Amun and Re—that made Egypt the
most theocratic society of the ancient world, and made Egyptians, according to Herodotus, “more religious
than any other people.” Now available in paperback, with hundreds of illustrations and specially
commissioned drawings, this title remains the most comprehensive and authoritative guide to the deities
that lay at the heart of Egyptian religion and society.
Egyptian Gods - Matt Clayton 2020-09-03
It is tempting to see ancient Egyptian religion as something relatively static, with a single pantheon whose
nature and activities did not change throughout the three-thousand-year span of the Dynastic Period.
However, nothing could be further from the truth.
Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt - Erik Hornung 1982
Osiris, Horus, Isis, Thoth, Anubis - the many strange and compelling figures of the Egyptian gods and
goddesses seem to possess endless fascination. The renowned Egyptologist Erik Hornung here studies the
ancient Egyptians' conceptions of god, basing his account on a thorough reappraisal of the primary sources.
His book, now available in English for the first time, is the most extensive exploration yet undertaken of the
nature of Egyptian religion. Hornung examines the characteristics, spheres of action, and significance of
Egyptian gods and goddesses, analyzing the complex and changing iconography used to represent them,

Egyptian Mythology - Xena Ronin 2020-02-21
This book contains all the gods and goddesses from ancient Egypt that you can imagine. The list is long,
and the names go on for a while. Needless to say, this book is complete. You won't miss out on any of the
deities they worshipped. Also, some more background information is given about deities such as Thoth,
Horus, and Isis. At the end of the book, another subtopic will be addressed, namely: The use of medication
and doctors in ancient Egyptian culture. If any of these things interest you, then I encourage you to not wait
any longer and pick up this book. It will be a great source of information, story-telling, and drama from a
lost civilization.
Treasury of Greek Mythology - Donna Jo Napoli 2014-10-08
School Library Journal Best Books of 2011 Eureka! Silver Honor Books—California Reading Association
Capitol Choices 2012 list of Noteworthy Titles for Children and Teens 2012 Notable Children's
Books—ALSC The new National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology offers timeless stories of Greek
myths in a beautiful new volume. Brought to life with lyrical text by award-winning author Donna Jo Napoli
and stunning artwork by award-winning illustrator Christina Balit, the tales of gods and goddesses such as
Zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo, and Athena and heroes and monsters such as Helen of Troy, Perseus, and Medusa
will fascinate and engage children’s imaginations. National Geographic completes the book with
embellishments of each story: sidebars for each god, goddess, hero, and monster link the myths to
constellations, geography, history, and culture to help young readers connect the stories to real life events,
people, and places. A family tree and a “cast of characters” profile page help make relationships between
the characters clear, and a mapping feature adds to the fun and fascination. Resource notes and ample
back matter directing readers to more information round out this luminous book. Sure to dazzle all those
intrigued with the fantastic tales of Greek mythology and enchant new readers, this vibrant book will soon
become a family keepsake. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core
Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Nectar of the Gods - Liv Albert 2022-04-12
Sip sweet libations worthy of the Gods with these Greek myth–inspired concoctions based on all your
favorite Gods and Goddesses. Care for Hestia’s Old Fashioned? Want to fall in love with Eros on the Beach?
How about the Bacchic Muddled Maenad sangria, topped with a blood orange; or maybe a Labooze of
Heracles—made with plenty of strong whiskey? In Nectar of the Gods, you can sip Greek mythology-themed
drinks while you enjoy your favorite ancient tales (or mythological retellings) with this collection of
delicious and fun cocktails written by Liv Albert, host of the popular podcast Let’s Talk About Myths, Baby!.
Now you can discover new creations along with all your favorites and drink like the God or Goddess you
know you are.
Egyptian Gods - Patrick Auerbach 2015-12-16
Worshiped for over three-fifths of recorded history, ancient Egypt's Gods and Goddesses are among the
most fascinating of human civilization. The lives of pharaohs and commoners alike were dominated by the
need to honor, worship, and pacify the huge pantheon of deities. From lavish tomb paintings and imposing
temple reliefs to humble household shrines, countless tributes throughout Egypt reflect the richness and
complexity of their mythology. This book examines the Egyptian gods and goddesses - from minor
household figures such as Bes and Taweret to the all-powerful deities Amun and Rethat made Egypt the
most completely theocratic society of the ancient world, and made Egyptians, according to Herodotus,
the-complete-gods-and-goddesses-of-ancient-egypt
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and disentangling the many seemingly contradictory aspects of the religion of which they are a part. He
seeks to answer two basic questions: How did the Egyptians themselves see their gods? Did they believe
there was an impersonal, anonymous force behind the multiplicity of their deities? Throughout, he attempts
to evoke the complexity and richness of the religion of the ancient Egyptians and of their worldview, which
differs so greatly from our own. A work of extraordinary distinction, Hornung's book will appeal to anyone
interested in ancient Egypt, in ancient religion, and in the history of religion, as well as students and
scholars of ancient history, anthropology, and archaeology. Sensitively translated by John Baines and with a
new preface by the author, this edition has been amplified and updated with an English-language audience
in mind.
the complete gods and goddesses of ancient egypt - richard h. wilkinson 2007

Egyptian Paganism - Jocelyn Almond 2004
Bring the sacred rites and rituals of ancient Egypt into your Pagan practice today. This beautifully written
guide, by noted scholars Jocelyn Almond and Keith Seddon, presents a compelling overview of ancient
Egyptian religious and magical beliefs. Egyptian Paganism for Beginners is unique in its focus on specific
rituals for individual gods and goddesses. For solitary practitioners who want to perform daily devotions, it
offers genuine invocations and prayers for each of the main Egyptian deities. There are translations of
authentic religious texts, along with insightful commentary on relevant Egyptian history, myth, and lore.
Also included in this comprehensive guidebook are practical instructions on how to cast a circle, make a
shrine, consecrate statues, and channel oracles. The reader will learn how to safely evoke entities, invoke
deities, and "assume the Godform"-a major tenet of ancient Egyptian religion.
Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt - Morgan E. Moroney 2020-02-25
Unearth the magic and mythology of ancient Egyptian gods and goddesses From the rising of the morning
sun to the summer flooding of the Nile River, the ancient Egyptians believed powerful gods and goddesses
ruled over every aspect of their daily lives. This Egyptian mythology guide takes you on a trip through the
sands of time to explore the world of pharaohs and sphinxes--ancient Egypt! Featuring illustrated myths of
incredible Egyptian gods and goddesses, these stories describe the magic each deity performed along the
Nile. You'll also learn about how Egyptian mythology was a key part of ancient Egyptian culture, like
pyramid building, the mummification process, and even the worshiping of cats. This Egyptian mythology
collection includes: Narratives from the Nile--Explore the gods and goddesses of Egyptian mythology, from
the familiar to the lesser-known, through 20 easy-to-follow myths. Amazing artwork--Take a look at the
gods, goddesses, and artifacts of the long-extinct ancient Egyptian empire with captivating illustrations and
photos. Fast pharaoh facts--Dig into ancient Egyptian mythology and culture with plenty of awesome facts
on everything from hieroglyphs to the popular board game, Senet. Explore the legendary lives of ancient
gods and goddesses with this rich treasury of Egyptian mythology.

The Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt - Leonard Everett Fisher 1999-03
Relates the history of the gods and goddesses worshipped by the ancient Egyptians and describes how they
were depicted.
The Ancient Gods Speak - Donald B. Redford 2002
It is the guide for the student, the scholar, and the general reader."--BOOK JACKET.
Egyptian Gods & Goddesses - Britannica Educational Publishing 2014-01-01
Gods and goddessesin human, animal, and other formswere central to the ancient Egyptian way of life.
Identified with the natural world, daily living, and the afterlife, they maintained order and prevented chaos
from permeating the human world. The figures documented in ancient hieroglyphics are given dimension in
this absorbing volume, which examines the characteristics and significance of many of the Egyptian gods
and goddesses and also looks at related topics such as ancient symbols and the influence of Egyptian
mythology on other cultures and belief systems.
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